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ABSTRACT methodologiesandsimulation-basedapproacheswillbecome
too complicated if the problem size is too big.

The purpose of this dissertation is to develop a
simulation based accident sequence analysis program For example, the Monte Carlo simulation' had been used
(ADS) for large scale dynamic accident sequence in a simple fast reactor system study. However, there are
simulation. Human operators, front-line and support two major difficulties that needed to be resolve before
systems as well as plant thermal-hydraulic behavior employing this method in real dynamic applications.
are explicitly modeled as integrated active parts in the
development of accident scenarios. To overcome the First, the Monte Carlo method relies on repeated random
model size, the proposed methodology employs sampling trials to evaluate system performance. Even for
several tchniques including use of 'initial state simple systems, a large number of trials may be needed to
vector' which decouples time-dependent and time- get statistically significant results. Even employed with
independent factors, and a depth first integration Monte Carlo biasing techniques to reduce the sampling
method in which the computation memory demand runs, the continuous event tree study, for instance, has to
increases in a linear order. The computer run the Monte Carlo simulation on a supercomputer (Cray
implementation of the method is capable of simulating X-MP/14).
up to 500 branch points in sequence development,
models system failure during operation, allows for Secondly, partially because of the vast amount of
recovery fom operator errors and hardware failures, information involved, the outputs of the Monte Carlo
and implements a simple model for operator system simulation can not easily yield the structural information
interactions. needed in determining the importance of risk contributors.

The minimal cut sets, for example, are very difficult to be
1. INTRODUCTION generated from the Monte Carlo simulation results.

Human factors have been shown to have substantial Recently, Discrete probability simulations' has been
influence on nuclear safety. The accidents at Three proposed for the dynamic accident study. This approach
Mile Island and Chernobyl have been mly has the advantage that it needs only a small number of trials
attributed to human eors. Recently, a lot of to study tochastic processes. The major problem of the
attention is being given to the modelling of operator discrete probability simulation approach is that the number
dynamic actions in the evolution of nuclear accidents of sequences can increase dmatically if there are many
such s',"-' the recovery of failed systems, the systems involved or too many sequence bnching points
erroneous actions leading to fkil or turn off are possible. For example, the dynamic event tees in the
successfully functioning systems, the extraneous DETAM' experiences the sequence explosion problem and
actions which aeviate or aggravate the progress of often runs out of computer memory. To reduce the number
event, the decision errors which can complicate the of branches and computational demands, DETAM omits the
event and incorporate new systems/actions and failures during operation, uses an oversimplified thermal
actions with various response time. hydraulics program, and aows limited operator interaction

points.
in order to support this now expanded realm, the

PRA model needs to provide the proper boundary The purpose of this study is to develop a pctical
conditions to precisely define top events under given simulation based dynamic aident sequence analysis
upstream conditions. The analytiad dynamic methodology and a computer program (ADS) for large scale

nuclear accident analyses. 7w problems of enormous
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memory demand and omputation time are solved by behavior of pressurized water reactors. Several
using a new simulation scheme. assumptions and simplification have been made to minimize

the computational demand.
11. THE METHODOLOGY

'Me RCS is divided into the following nodes: reactor
The basic idea of modelling strategy of ADS is core, reactor upper plenum, hot leg, reactor lower penum,

breaking down the accident analysis model into and pressurizer. In each of the four loops, the hot leg, the
different parts according to the nature of the primary side of the U-tube steam generator, and the cold
processes involved, simplifying each part while leg are lumped into one control volume. The 4-loop PWR
retaining essential features, and developing is lumped as a 2-loop structure. The three loops without
integration rules for full scale application. the connection line to the pressurizer are lumped as a single

loop. Further simplification made to speed up the program
The proposed accident sequence analysis is based on the assumption that, in the same flow loop,

framework is modularized as follows': every control volume has the same mass flow rate. The
• Accident Sequence Pre-Processor: The pre- momentum balance quation is not considered separately for

processor analyzes the initial plant states and individual control volumes, but is averaged over an entire
arranges as a set of initial state vectors. loop.
Simulation experiments are studied conditioned
on initial state vectors. The overall thermal ydraulic omputation procedure

• Plant Dynamics Model: The plant model primarily onsists of three numerical routines. For each
includes a faster-than-real-time thermal hydraulics time step, the new boundary conditions are updated based
code limited to sow tnsients) and a safety on the safety system configuration and operator actions.
system model.(including front line and support The loop ms flow rates and steam generator power are
systems). determined first. Then, the reactor cooling system and

• Operator Response Model: Operator actions pressurizer state space matrix are constructed using the
modelled in this study include the executions of updated fluid properties. Solving the now systems of
emergency procedures and recovery of failed equations gives the new RCS and pressurizer state
systems. Operator errors, particularly certain variables. At the end of each time step, now steam
types of rrors of commission are simulated. generator state variables are resolved.

• Accident Sequence Scheduler: The aident
sequence scheduler ontrols the progression of 'Me safety system model characterize system behavior
simulation exercises, applies sequence truncation under various plant conditions. In the evolution of
and termination rules and generation of sequence accident, safety systems can be actuated by automatic
scenarios. control circuits or operated by operators. The outputs or

responses from safety system are explicitly formulated and
A. Accident Sequence Pre-Processor used as boundary conditions for the thermal hydraulic

calculation. Functional dependencies between safety
The proposed methodology recognizes the fact systems are also modeled.

that during an abnormal transient, most of the failure
mode characteristics do not change considerably. In addition to the conventional safety systems mentioned
Therefore, current PRA results can be used as a basis earlier, instrumentation failures are also modeled in the
to evaluate the majority of ardware failure modes. ADS methodology. Instrumentation failures, which are
Accordingly the combinations of hardware failures, generally ignored in conventional PAs, may have
selected by applying a cut-off frequency, can form a substantial impacts on reactor safety.
sets of initial conditions called the initial state vector
sets. Instead of a ftill scale simulation, simulation C. Opemtor Behavior Model
experiments to estimate the probability of undesired
plant situations are conducted conditional on different 'Me emergency operating procedures are assumed to be
initial state vectors. The underlying motivation is to taken as a major influencing factor for operator behavior,
focus all the computing power to the most important including errors. Earlier efforts' have been focussed on
dynamic aspects of acident scenarios. understanding and analyzing EPs to gain insight into

operator behavior, and identibeing the strong as well as
B. Plant Dynamics Model weak points in the EON that might affect operator behavior

favorably or adversely. Types of error modes that are
A lumped parameter control volume model' is relevant to NPP emergency operation are identified as skip,

used for the simulation of thermal hydraulics short cut, misdiagnosis, delayed actions, and fallacy.
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Post-accident human actions are divided into point or an operator interaction point is reached, the
different task phases in the context of the objectives accident sequence scheduler chooses one path to follow In
of tasks and susceptibilities to types of error.' From the meanwhile, the scheduler also puts a of the
the EPs, abnormal operating procedures, plant information defining this branch point into the accident
information and operating experience, operator post- sequence scheduler. It continues the simulation process in
accident actions are classified into task phases such as this manner until an end point, either a success recovery or
Pre-EOP, E-0 vrification, E-0 diagnosis, E-0 an undesired state, is reached. The scheduler directs the
continuous monitoring, re-diagnosis in the optimal simulation exercise one step back to the latest banch point,
recovery procedures, and action phase in the optimal retrieves the branch information from memory and re-
recovery procedures. initializes every simulation module back to this time point.

After examining all possible sequence paths, scheduler
Parallel to the execution of emergency operating choose an unaccomplished path to follow. If there is no

procedures, the Critical Safety Function Tree (CSF) new path left, the accident sequence scheduler will step
is periodically monitored by a specific control room back again until a new path can be found. To guarantee the
crew member, usually a senior operator. In the ADS re-initialization, it is imperative to carefully define the state
code, CSF is assumed to be monitored periodically vector (i.e. independent variables) characterizing individual
with a fixed interval. If any immi ent challenge is modules and design appropriate data structure for memory
detected, defined as the red path, operators will management.
immediately perform the associate procedure.
Currently, only the heat sink function tree is This recursive forward-backward simulation scheme has
implemented. This simplification is only to limit the two very important features. First, it can always retrieve
scope of the analysis. There is no fundamental the iformation saved in the scheduler memory to re-
obstacle in modelling and implementing other citical initialize simulation models back to any preceding branch
safety functions. points. Therefore, the time onsuming thermal hydraulics

calculation will not be repeated for accident segments which
Various operator actions are explicitly programmed have been through. It can be proven that, if the number of

as different action paths in each emergency procedure simulation steps is n, this simulation scheme will reduce the
step when appropriate. By examining the objectives computation time by a factor of /2).
of each action phase and the ontext information of
each procedure step, the error modes are mapped into Secondly, in any instant of time, the accident sequence
the Westinghouse symptom based procedures as scheduler only keeps the current sequence information in
shown in the Table 1. The immediate verification computer memory. Consequently, the memory demand
step in the E-0, for example, directs operator to increases in a liner order as opposed to the geometrical
verify the operation of the safeguard system. If it is increase in other models 6,7.

not fnctioning, operator can either try to restart it or
follow the prescribed action. The error mapping HI. SGTR CASE STUDY
analysis uggests that there, are short cut and skip
error modes in the E-0 im ediate verification steps. 'Me SGTR event analyzed for the Seabrook power plant

is used as an example. The emergency operating
Besides, ADS also models the operator recovery procedures implemented am E-0, E-1, E-2, E-3 and FR-

actions by branching the sequence into one short term HI. Various errors forms are mapped into the procedures.
repair path and one long term repair path. The Three different operator response times are used to evaluate
former implies operator will remain in this step for a the impacts.
short period of time and will recover the failed
system before moving to next step. e long time In general, each simulation may involve thousands of
repair action paths illustrate the cases that control sequences with occurrence frequencies higher than 1W per
room operators are unable to fix the failed system year. Without frequency truncation, ADS can handle more
and send other plant personnel to repair the system than 1014 sequences. ADS is written in C and has
locally. approximately 000 lines. It takes about 45 to 60 minutes

(on a 386 PC) to run for an initial condition vector.
D. Accident sequence scheduled Experiences learned from the caw study show that ADS has

successfully overcome the memory limitation. Even under
After initializing ADS simulation modules under the current DOS environment, ADS can handle up to 00

the chosen initial condition vector, the aident branch points. Significant increase can be easily achieved
sequence advance the simulation xercise forward in if advanced operating systems are used.
time. Whenever a hardware system state transition
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• ADS is the first practical tool for large scale 2. Reason, J., 'Recurrent Errors in Process
dynamic PRA applications. he simulation Environments: Some iplications for the Design of
scheme successfully eminates the memory intelligent Decision Support systems,' in Intelligent
limitation found in other models and tools, and Decision Support in Process Environments, HolInagel,
paves the way for the application to full scope E., Mancini, G., and WoodsD.D. (EDYMRS),
PRA exercises. NATO ASI Series, 1995.

• With the detailed formulation of emergency
procedures, ADS provides a vehicle to test 3. Woods, D., Roth, E., and Pople, H. Jr., "Modelling
their robustness under different scenarios. Human Itention Formation for Human Reliability
Besides, by explicitly modeling operator Assessment,' Reliability Engineering and System
errors, ADS can also examine the Safety, 22, 1988.
consequences of operator errors, especially the
errors of commission, in the current EOP- 4. Amendola, A., Bersini, U., Cacciabue, P. C., and
driven nuclear control room evironment. Mancini, G., 'Modelling operators in accident

• Initial state vectors which separate failures conditions: advances and perspectives on a cognitive
during operation from failures on demand not model,'Int. J. Man-Machine Studies, 27, 1987.
only reduce the number of sequences and
relieve the computational requirement but also 5. Devooght, J. and Smidts, C., 'Probabilistic Reactor
provide a means of communicating the results Dynamics-1: The Theory of Continuous Event Trees',
of the analysis in identifying onditions that Nucl.Sci.Eng., 111, 229, 1992
lead to actions taken by the operators.

• ADS effectively incorporates important 6. Acosta, C. G., and Siu, N., 'Dynamic Event Tree
dynamic characteristics of each module in an Analysis Method DETAM) for Accident Sequence
integrated way. Iportant system responses Analysis,' NTREG/CR-5608, 1992.

such as self actuation, failure on demand,
failure during operation and the operator 7. Amendola, A., "Accident Sequence Dynamic
recovery action are a included. Simulation verse Event Trees,' Reliability Engineering

• The thermal hydraulics program can ran the and System Safety, 22, 1988.
slow transients up to 100 times faster than real
time on a 36 IBM-PC without loosing 8. Hsueh K. S., 'An Itegrated Simulation Model for
reasonable accuracy. his provides a solution plant/Operator Behavoir in Accident Conditions', PhD
to the problem of exhaustively long Thesis, College Park, Nov. 1992
computation time.

• 'Me simulation results analyzed by the 9. Kao, K., 'Seabrook Simulator Mdel Upgrade:
suggested EOP phases analysis method can Implementation and Validation of Two-Phase,
help in revealing the role of operator actions to Nonequlibrium RCS and Steam Generator Models,"
accident evolution. Proceedings: 1988 Conference on Power Plant

• Significant flexibility exists for modeling the Simulators and Modeling, EPRI GS/NP-6670.
impact of timing of operator interactions
(execution of procedures, and recovery), and
failure of systems during operation. The
interaction time variables is continuous while
the time of systems failure during operation is
discretized. Significant change in failure
probability determines discretization of the
time as well as the corresponding branching
probabilities.
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Various simulation runs are performed to E-1 provides an opportunity for the operator to recover
demonstrate the capabilities of ADS. In general, from an initial wrong decision.
each simulation for each initial state vector may
involve more than thirty operator interactions and The effect of systern failures
thousands of sequences. Because of the differences
in the operator modelling and the significant Table 3 summaries the results of the ADS simulation
uncertainty about the operator actions times and exercises under various front line system configurations. In
probabilities, a precise quantitative comparison is general, the steam generator overfill probability in these
very difficult. The results shown here are only used cases does not change appreciably. This is because that the
for a demonstration purpose. Areas like the operator SGTR is a slow transient. Therefore, the fkilure(s) of front
modelling and human eror data am still premature in line system(s) in the initial state vector set do not have a
supporting the ADS methodology. substantial impact on the successful depressurization and

cooldown actions.
Impact of different opemtor action time

Loss of Heat Sink (LOHS)
To smplify the analysis, only the decision times of

the first diagnosis step and the second diagnosis have For the LOHS events, the reactor core melt can occur if
been changed to test the impact of operator action operators may fail to perform the bleed and feed action in
speeds. For the nom4nal operators, ADS predicts time because of delayed actions or fail to open PORV
that the chance of steam generator overfill is 2.04E- because the PORV is failed to open. Since the crent
4, because of the delayed diagnosis in E-0, and the operating procedures do not address the verification of the
chance of operators using a wrong procedure (LOCA) operatability in opening the PORV in the E-0, the
is 9.2211-3. For a slower operating team, the steam probability of core melt is high if the PORV failed to open
generator overfill probability increases to 2.01E-2. due to mechanic failure. The reasoning error of using the
In case of the very slow operators, the overfill RHR system to remove the decay heat is also a major
probability is 6.64E-2. From the simulation output, contributor to the core melt. ADS results show that the
we can. find that the operator action time to perform core melt probability is 1.2911-2 conditioned on the
the cooldown and depressurization, if following the occurrence of LOHS. However, there are significant
procedure, is about 1700 seconds. The short cut (13- uncertainties in the probability values and action times
0->E-3) actions leading the operattors to switch to assigned in the ADS program.
the E-3 procedure before the procedure decision point
(E-0) has a smaller response time. For the slower Simulation results of SGTR case study show the proposed
and slowest operators, the action times in following methodology can reproduce all the event sequences of the
the procedure have been prolonged to 2000 seconds conventional RA event tree. Some of the subtle structures
which are the results of the longer diagnosis time in hidden under the top events have been identified and
the -0. integrated into the dynamic simulation study.

impacts from Instrumentation Failures Besides, the instrumentation failures can have a
significant impact on the nuclear safety. However, the

Table 2 also shows that if the radiation monitors current RA does not model the instrumentation failures in
are failed, the steam generator overfill probability the analysis. The ADS simulation results show the
and the probability of operator using a wrong instrumentation failures are low probability but high
procedure increase significantly. It i because that consequence events. More research efforts should address
the current operating procedures ephasize using the on the study of this type of events.
symptoms characterizing the initiating events as the
decision criteria. Therefore, the probability that
operators take the delayed diagnosis actions and IV. CONCLUSION
misdiagnosis actions w be higher, if the
instrumentations relevant to the symptoms ae failed. This paper presents the conceptual basis and
Ile other simulation run is tested under the pesence implementation techniques of a simulation based accident
of a false containment radiation alarm which is the sequence analysis computer code (ADS). Results of the
key symptom for the occurrence of the LOCA ADS xercises for the SGIR event are also discussed.
accident. As expected, the pobability of the wrong
decision to go to the wrong procedure increases. Experience from the ADS exercises shows that there am
However, the verification action of the steam several advantages in using ADS for application in dynamic
generator high level symptom in the re-verification of accident sequence analysis, as follows:
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Table I The Mapping of errors

EOP Phase Skip Short Cut Misdiagnosis Fallacy

AOP

Verification
E-0

Diagnosis

Re-diagnosis
E-n

Action

Table 2 Simulation runs with different response time or instrumentation failures for SGTR event

Operator speed INST-LOCA INST-SGIR ES-12 SGOVFL
RAD

Nominal Normal Normal 9.22E-3 2.041B-4

Slow Normal Normal 8.98E-3 2.01E-2

VSlow Normal Normal 8.31E-3 6.64E-2

Nominal Normal Failed 2.92E-2 1.31E-1

Nominal False signal Normal 5.55E-2 1.77E-2

Table 3 Simulation runs for SGTR under different hardware failures

FWW RM ARV ARV ARV PORV PORV HP9 gm Sb. D.W 9 Dp st�.
RER PORV RHR Dube RIM PORV Dr

RM
PORV

ES-12 8o75F,3 9AM&3 9w62E-3 9-WF�3 9.82E-3 9m62E-3 9mg!F,3 9.22E-3 3.95&3 9.21 E-3 8.94&3

sGovFL 3.136-4 2ME-4 1.7564 2A2F-4 2ME-4 3.1264 1.02F,4 1.46E-4 I 1.46&4 1.32E-4

NORHR 1.92F-I 1.92E-1
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